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PRODUCT OF THE WEEK (POTW)

Social Media 
Goals 2020

Brand Awareness

Primary purpose: to have our target audience 
associate product Instagram reviews from their 
favorite influencers with VAMP.

Secondary purpose: upcoming influencers 
notice we’re an agency that connect our 
influencers with desired brands; and brands 
notice we’re an agency that have an influencer 
network, eliminating the time they put into 
reaching out to multiple agencies for their 
projects. 



WHY PRODUCT OF THE WEEK?

We have a particular focus in beauty, fashion, lifestyle and entertainment. Our goal as a 
company is to produce innovative digital strategy to create online conversation and increase 
brand awareness.

Therefore, utilizing 
our Instagram 
platform will work 
well

❏ Strengthen current relationships with 
influencer network.

❏ Strengthen brand partnerships for our 
influencers/network.

❏ Social media engagement - steps in 
establishing the companies profile.



TITLE

Product of the 
Week  (POTW) - 

Aim to turn this 
into a regular 
Instagram content 
piece

❏ #MarketingMonday-Product of the Week

❏ #GoodNewsTues-Product of the Week

❏ #FeatureFriday-Product of the Week

❏ #WeeklyProductWednesday



POTENTIAL BRANDS

Rumbi and I can work together to gather a list of 
brands VAMP has the desire to partner with in the 
new year

❏ Dose of Colors: Establish relationship, cosmetics
❏ Real Techniques: Build relationship, Instagram has very few black women represented
❏ Glam Glow: Build relationship, previous collab on Nissy’s mental health campaign
❏ Skinny Dip: Build relationship, unboxing week, Instagram has very few black women 

represented, previous collaboration provided Skinnydip Card holders for Hustlers 
goodie bags

❏ Boohoo: Establish relationship, cosmetics



STEP 1
Reach out to brands via email informing them of the “Product of the Week” free exposure on ours and select 
influencer Instagram - ask them to place us on their PR list. 

The goal is to gather monthly test shipments of different brands we can distribute to the girls 
at the beginning of each month.

STEP 2
Once we receive fresh shipment at the end of each month we set up Five Guys meetings with select influencers. 
This gives us an opportunity to build relationships and provide them with brand materials and encourage them 
to post. While also building a relationship with Five Guys.

Our hope is to make sure at least 3 influencers post on the “Product of the Week” day with 
tags and mentions.

Influencers can transition biweekly or weekly.

MOVING FORWARD



STEP 3
We post the product of the week on our story then share our influencers posts. With hashtags and 
@mentions.

STEP 4
Every three months create a coverage report for our records and share with brands.

As we develop - we can add monthly or weekly themes. Our goal right now is to get any forms of 
shipment from brands.

MOVING FORWARD

DESIGN



https://docs.google.com/file/d/10ZIl3DlLsZliKa0rlQOnbOKB7xybuKjo/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mYK3cWHftMEtjMqcXuv0Vz9VZyVHcCQQ/preview

